
encouraged to accept responsibility for their mistakes and
be given the opportunity to discuss these with senior
colleagues in a non-jeopardising and non-punitive manner.
Rewarding people for reporting failures may seem
counterintuitive,4 but this has already proved successful in
practice.8 Secondly, inexperienced doctors must be
encouraged to be more assertive, asking for clarification
without challenging the instruction but clearing any doubt
as to what is being proposed.The ubiquity of human error
means that no one will escape making a mistake at some
time, but errors become more likely and frequent with
the degradation in human performance that accompanies
stress, tension and fatigue, in medicine as in aviation, and
this needs to be recognised and acknowledged.

The principles behind the ab initio training of pilots are
simple: learn the check-lists by rote, call out each check as
it is performed and check everything before any procedure
or manoeuvre is started. Ideally a colleague (instructor or

ground crew) should monitor this checking.These,coupled
with regular practice alone or in the presence of an
instructor to point out and correct flaws or bad habits as
they appear, provide the platform for a successful career in
aviation. As Williams points out,4 the training of nurses has
long recognised drug administration as a high-risk area,
giving rise to the ‘five rights’ (right dose, right drug, right
patient, right time, right route).

A check-list, on the lines of pilot’s notes, could be
prepared and called medication notes, to be given to
doctors at the start of their first appointment, to be
learned by rote and repeated audibly to a colleague who
would be overseeing the procedure. Regular follow-up
and evaluation would also need to be established. As an
initial approach I have provided a sample (Table 1), which
will require further input and suggestions but might
perhaps serve to start the discussion.

A proposal to reduce medication errors made by newly qualified doctors
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A FELLOW’S POETRY

Professor Alan Emery FRCP Edin has
recently published a volume of
poetry (Poems, Oxford Print Centre;
2007). Here are two excerpts:

For –

Come back sweet love
And return the light
Which shone on my day
And made all bright
The things we once shared
Before the dark night …

Enigma

With the path so clear
Why am I so lost?
I yearn for what I have
And drinking yet thirst.
With so much …
Why is there such grief?
With so much …
Why is it so cursed?


